Arbejdsgruppen for bæredygtig regional udvikling i Arktis

Foresight 1: Vision Phase
References from local workshops in Iceland

Árborg and Fjarðabyggð, Iceland

Introduction
Nordic Council of Ministers, working group on sustainable development in the Arctic works with a
threefold process in terms of developing local economic and social development strategies for the
Nordic Arctic, based on a structural dialogue between relevant agents. The methodology is called
Foresight analysis and contains three rounds of workshops, whereof the first one focuses on the
perspectives, seen from the point of view of local inhabitants and their communities.
In this first phase, the Vision phase, the inhabitants phrase their visions on behalf of the
communities, as well as sharing their views and ideas on how they wish to achieve the emphasised
aims. The two workshops in Iceland are a part of a broader analysis of the development trends and
development perspectives in the Arctic regions of the Nordic countries. Overall 12 locally embedded
workshops were held in Greenland, Iceland, Finland, Sweden, Norway and the Faroes Islands.
Two regions were chosen as focus areas in Iceland. These are Árborg municipality in the South and
Fjarðarbyggð in the East.
Árborg is a municipality, with Selfoss the biggest settlement, and Eyrarbakki and Stokkseyri as
smaller coastal communities. Only an hour’s drive away from Reykjavik, Árborg is within the radius
of the effect zone of the capital region. Before the economic collapse in 2008 there was a great
influx of new inhabitants seeking less expensive housing but still keeping their jobs in the capital
region. Over the decades especially Selfoss has grown from being a service centre for the heartland
of the agricultural region of Iceland, to become more a servicing town for the flow through town by
tourists in the South region and for the second home owners. Eyrarbakki hosts the largest prison in
Iceland and is thus a large employer, so is the milk processing plant MS that is the largest of its kind
in the country as an effect of amalgamations and consolidation. Stokkseyri and Eyrarbakki are
popular places to visit by gourmets and leisure tourist visiting museums.
The municipality of Fjarðabyggð is the most populated muncipality in East Iceland, in terms of
number of inhabitants. It is an amalgamated muncipality of the settlements, Reyðarfjörður,
Neskaupsstaður and Eskifjörður (1998), and later Fáskrúðsfjörður and Stöðvarfjorður (2006). The
largest employers in Aluminium and Fisheries operating within Fjarðabyggð, including Alcoa,
Síldarvinnslan and Loðnuvinnsla (pelagic species processing companies), Eskja (a fishery
company), and the regional hospital in Neskaupsstaður. After opening of the aluminium smelter,
employment opportunities have increased in industrial jobs. Fjarðabyggð ports are among the
largest in Iceland.
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The workshop in Árborg
The workshop in Árborg was held 14.February 2015, from 17-20 in facility at hotel Selfoss in Selfoss
town. Participants did not have to register beforehand. Along with the local contacts we reasoned it
to have a negative effect on the participation since the Icelandic culture is responsive and impulsive.
14 persons participated; six of them were young people from the youth board at the municipality.
The participants were divided into three groups (gender, age and professional background varied
and we tried to let closely related participants divide on the tables).
The three groups discussed first what they felt were the biggest challenges the region faced and
thereafter what were the biggest potentials for Árborg. In the end of the meeting each individual
participating voted two of the most important issues in his/her mind for challenges and opportunities.
Following issues are listed as prioritized by votes (from most to least):
The most important opportunities
1. Selfinitiated innovation
2. Transport issues
3. Better access for the entrepreneurial activities, spin-offs and new initiatives in the Árborg
activities
4. Building rental housing
5. Retail services
6. Summer house areas in the vicinity
7. Support more collective traffic and transport connections (decrease flight costs)
8. Showing that the region hosts a rich cultural capital
Innovation is a big priority. One that should grow from inhabitants own initiatives would be very
important because boosting the self confidence among people would play crucial role in showing
that there are important skills and talents among the inhabitants of Árborg. The participants meant
this would both create an attraction value for the area as a whole, and change the reputation as well
as create other initiatives of innovative value. Supporting and advancing entrepreneurship in all
sectors by establishing an enabling environment (facilities, funding,) was named as one of the best
development opportunities.
Physical infrastructure was considered quite important. As mentioned earlier the physical planning
intentions and the new area plan involving a construction plan for a new bridge were of high concern
to the inhabitants, but mostly those who had a long story of settlement in the region. Also bus
connection was repeatedly mentioned, they should be strengthened and more linkages made
through collective traffic. The young people emphasised this in particular.
Social and cultural capital is there, but not as visible as would be most feasible. Participants
believed that Selfoss was highly dependent on the traffic flow through the town, but it also meant it
was not a place that was a visiting point in itself for its cultural attraction value. There is a book café
in Selfoss, and highly valued restaurant both in Stokkseyri and Eyrarbakki, and then all the different
and varied museums. This would have to be highlighted more visibly.
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Rental housing development was mentioned as a way of solving the immediate and long term
challenges connected with housing.
The most important challenges
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Building up an attractive service cluster/centre in the centrum of Selfoss
Increase job opportunities for the university educated.
Need to improve environmental protection
To balance between different communities in the municipality in decision making.
Shortage of rental housing
There is a sore need to make the attractiveness of Selfoss more apparent
Planning and construction intentions for the new bridge, likelihood of the bridge construction
to spoil opportunities for the local companies (strengthening vocational education and
technical education)

Árborg is a very varied municipality, as a result of amalgamation of different communities facing
different challenges. It covers “Flói area” and contains also beside the agricultural service centre,
Selfoss, earlier fishery communities that have transformed into satellite communities both for the
Capital region but also for Selfoss. Eyrarbakki has particularly been in decline as a community;
many houses are owned by people living elsewhere and used as second homes. Only small portion
of the houses are settled by inhabitants. The same counts for Stokkseyri and many locals believe
that this is a negative effect of residing close to the most urban region of the country, the capital
region. The inhabitants, those who have lived here since the fifties, feel that the community has
changed radically, both for the good and bad. The good thing is the large second home areas
around Selfoss which reinforces Selfoss as a servicing town, but also makes the town a transient
zone. The inhabitants are concerned about planning and future physical planning, especially
building of a new bridge and the location of it. The location will depend on if Selfoss manages to
ðarkeep its position as a service town or lose out to the neighbouring community of Hveragerði or
even the outskirts of the capital region. Selfoss relies on the tourists stopping to shop. Some of the
older population is also concerned about elders from Reykjavik buying less expensive housing to
have more relaxed Refugio without too much concern for making ends meet as in the more
expensive and busy Reykjavik. They feel it puts strain on the health services that have not
accounted for the elder population on the rise, concentrating in the region.
More highly professional and specialised jobs ranked highest in the voting. During discussion
among the involved groups there was a demand for initiatives fostering innovation. Even if Selfoss
is so close to the Capital region, people feel there is brain drain, young people who educate on
secondary level in the large and popular gymnasium (FSU), they move on and don’t get back to the
community. Some of them might return, but not until after 30 and closer to 40. Their children have
then not enjoyed the qualities of upbringing there, or developed sense of belonging to the region.
Employment and job creation was a challenge identified by most participants. Some of the
participants were very concerned about lack of jobs for women. Others voiced their concern about a
strikingly high seasonal unemployment among women in the municipality as remnants of a
seasonally work-driven culture. They thereby insinuated that it was a question of mentality rather
than a real challenge. Other participants mentioned that it was to some extent preventing people to
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settle, that partners had hard time finding jobs. The region receives many seasonal workers for the
tourism sector especially during the summer season and there has been a strong and rising
demand for labour in recent years. However housing, especially renting accommodation is a
problem for people recruited to the region.
Education was identified as a crucial future question and challenge especially in terms of recruiting
and attracting educated labour to avoid the trap of low skill low pay jobs dominance in the region.
Also because this has a much gendered effect that the participants identified as a challenge;
attracting young well educated women, because availability of jobs matching qualifications was not
widely available. Other educational challenges were related to sports education and leisure for
children, more variety of courses or educational options for adults residing in the municipality.
Especially the young people voted for a need to improve environmental protection. The river of
Ölfus goes through Selfoss town and is a major characteristic of the area. During melting periods
the water rise of the river can flood a substantial part of the upland country area, the waterbeds
cannot deal with the strong streams. Some of the physical planning intentions will have to take this
fact into account, if these flooding conditions are to become continuous in the melting season. Also
garbage and industrial pollution was mentioned, as well as the need for beautifying and nurturing
close environment.
Need for rental housing was issued as a serious challenge in years to come. The young people
voiced this especially but also other participants that felt, that many families were in need of rental
housing but could not get any. There had been recent attempts of attracting investors/entrepreneurs
to buy lots for construction of rental housing in Eyrarbakki but they told the municipal governors, that
the price was not competitive (too high), which sounded unlikely for the locals, especially because
into the offer was the incentive of a significant deduction of property and land taxes for the first three
years. These properties if build would be meant for elder people who want to settle for a less
expensive housing and then vacate their larger properties that suit better for families with children.
As for now many elders whose needs have changed are prisoners in their houses, because elder
care or serviced rental housing is not available. In some of the discussion the inhabitants also
voiced concern over the limited capacity of the regional hospital in Selfoss, because of cut backs
and shortage of doctors and medical staff, they have not managed to keep a position for other than
ER and basic services.
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Future perspectives and how we wish to see our community
The next session concentrated on four different themes, where each of the groups discussed each
theme for 20 minutes and then shifted to the next subject. We had a nice dinner (soup and bread)
after the first round, and before we began the next four rounds. Therefore people had warmed up
before the thematic turns took over.
Now and the next ten years
 Increased tourism (if the new bridge does not prevent flow through traffic in Selfoss)
 Ratio of elder population is heavily increasing
 The ratio of families living in the communities is increasing
 Increased supply of housing and especially rental housing (some disagreement on that)
 New bridge will be there
 10 thousand inhabitants in Árborg 2020-2025 (low estimates if the summerhouse cluster
have become annual stays).
In 10-30 years
 Árborg will be the capital of the South region
 Árborg will be more sustainable and richer with various opportunities
 Less dependence of the Capital region (in terms of jobs and services)
 More environmentally conscious
 There will be a domestic airport in Selfoss
 Selfoss centrum has a distinctive attractiveness
 Selfoss, Eyrarbakki and Stokkseyri will have become coherent urban structure
 Distance education on the increase
 More job opportunities
Special wishes
Under theme special wishes the participants were asked to specify how they wished to see the
community turn out in terms of demographic development, gender and age ratio and in relation to
economic development. The wishes are listed below.


Age composition





Gender composition
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Make the region more attractive for
young educated people, to get them
back
Strengthening educational options in
the region
Improved conditions for elders (NOW)
As equal as possible, both in terms of
numbers and equal rights.
Don’t be too obsessive about gender
ratio unless there are unequal rights
and unfair treatment



Economic development





Make emphasis on innovation and
entrepreneurship
Increase ratio of highly paid jobs
(university degree professional jobs)
Coherent impact zone (Capital region
and Árborg)
(Don’t divide between settlement and
work it does not necessarily go
together. Many will be working in
Árborg and living in Reykjavik and
vice versa in the future). Employment
related mobility.

Whose responsibility
Under the theme responsibility, the participants were asked to explicit what governance level should
be responsible to ensure that their wishes came true (nationally, regionally, locally). The wished for
liabilities are listed below.
National authorities
 Increased and improved transport
 Develop political direction for the vocational and technical educations
 Build a bridge
The municipality
 Tourism and increased attractiveness
 Increase access to cultural funds (museums)
 Establish FabLab/Entrepreneurial nest, and utilize existing facilities
 Secure supply of construction lots
 Lots for the build-up of rental housing (through decrease incentives in local tax for the first 3
years)
Others
 Collaborative campaign raised by inhabitants together (and the Lotto winners)
 Visionary people
Advice to those responsible






The municipal council of Árborg gets to
decide almost solely on the location of the
future bridge
Look at the worrying rise of the elder ratio
among inhabitants
Increase citizen democracy and
transparency
Stop the bullying political debate (koma
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uppúr skotgröfunum) and have a balanced
conversation of pros and cons


Ideas for own contribution to
ensure that wishes come true





Increase the importance of general life skills
education in the primary school system
Social skills/competences
More environmentally friendly waste (flokkun)
Encourage people to walk or bike instead of
driving
Decrease voting age among young people
for the local/municipal election.

Media coverage before and during the workshop
The local newspaper Dagskráin, Fréttablað Suðurlands posted an announcement on the meeting and
the national radio interview mobilized a couple of the participants to come to the meeting.
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Young and old discuss responsibilities (Árborg workshop)
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The workshop in Fjarðarbyggð
The workshop in Fjarðabyggð was held 12.February 2015, from 17-20 in the classroommeeting facility (Fróðleiksmolinn) provided by Austurbrú, in the community. Participants did
not have to register beforehand. Along with the local contacts we reasoned it to have a
negative effect on the participation since the Icelandic culture is responsive and impulsive.
14-16 persons participated (a couple of them had to leave the meeting before it ended). The
three groups discussed both what they felt were the biggest opportunities in the region and
also what the biggest challenges Fjarðabyggð is facing. In the end of the meeting each
individual participating voted two of the most important issues in his/her mind for challenges
and opportunities. Following issues are listed as prioritized by votes (from most to least)
The most important opportunities
1. Innovation. Aiming at systematically supporting entrepreneurs, spin-offs and
embryotic activities.
2. Make social capital more visible – make more appearing what leisure options are
available (hiking tracks, musical events, other events)
3. Support innovation and entrepreneurs, especially in the more vulnerable communities
in the municipality (i.e. Stöðvarfjörður).
4. Build up mutual office-space facilities for sole professionals (office-hotel)
5. Increase collaboration within the municipality across communities and more vivid
collaboration within the entire region (Austfirðir).
6. Develop geothermal heating infrastructure
7. Support more collective traffic and transport connections (decrease flight costs)
Opportunities
Innovation is a big priority. One company towns, like the ones residing within the
Fjarðabyggð municipality can suffer from the syndrome of lack of local initiative. As the new
director of Austurbrú told, there needs to be more of recognition of the innovators who are
basically working on an individual basis in different occupations, often on basis of some
specialised education. Entrepreneurs are generally highly spoken, after a certain point of
resisting against a more negative laden reputation within communities. Participants thought
that support of small initiatives/workshops/firms/spin-offs/embryotic attempts to create
economy had to be more systematically supported – because they would help diversify the
local economy and make the communities more resilient to changes. Supporting and
advancing entrepreneurship in all sectors by establishing an enabling environment (facilities,
funding,) was named as one of the best development opportunities.
Development of both social but also physical infrastructure was seen as a fruitful opportunity
for the better future of the local communities. Even though listed as one of the main
challenges, the participants also saw great benefits in fixing the existing infrastructure,
including also the planned tunnel, and geothermal heating systems, as well as providing
more cost efficient flight fares and collective transport options (bus transports).
Social capital is there, but not as visible as would be most feasible. There are various options
for leisure time spending but they are sporadically promoted, and could be boosted more.
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There are great hiking and walking trails and paths in a varied landscape including
everything from beautiful seascapes to mountainous tracks and everything in between. There
is a selection of musical events, both as festivals in the summer, but also in concerts
provided by quires and individual musicians residing in the region. This is rarely highlighted.
Events of all kinds have to be more visible as options. They will also make the local
communities together in the municipality feel more as one, and enhance harmonious coexistence.
Other things mentioned but did not gain vote in the end, were following: Women’s jobs were
mentioned as an opportunity, as well as increasing the educational options for local people
on secondary and tertiary educational level. Also development of charitable housing
associations (búseti, andelsselskaber, bostadsretforeninger) like in other Nordic countries
was mentioned as a way of solving the immediate and long term challenges connected with
housing.

The most important challenges
1. Lack of expertise/special professional jobs (and for university educated)
2. Monobased economy and jobs (lack of jobs for women and partners)
3. Work-driven culture
4. Big area, variety of conditions for the different communities in an amalgamated
municipality
5. Challenge to increase variety of leisure options (after work, with family), i.e. cafés,
culture (not drunk disco)
6. Transport (access, weather, mountains), flight connections and bus transport
7. Heating costs
8. Education and service consciousness in tourism services
Challenges
Fjarðarbyggð is a very varied amalgamation of different communities facing different
challenges. It covers a wide area in size and landscape conditions as well as in economic
conditions, and contains communities that are mostly dependent on pelagic fisheries and
processing and others that are dependent on the aluminium industry. There are also
communities facing downturn in primary industries and decline in population. There is a
thriving fishing town and a culture tourism town – so there is an asymmetry existing in
between communities in terms of future prospects. Some of the participants did think that
there lacked more cohesiveness and togetherness spirit.
More highly professional and specialised jobs ranked highest in the voting. During discussion
among the involved groups, many participants expressed frustrations on how the regional
economic development also with the relatively newly established Aluminium smelter in the
region had not provided as many highly professionalised jobs as expected. The multiplication
effect of the new industry in the region was mostly evident in Egilsstaðir, where people chose
to live often prioritizing it higher than staying in Fjarðabyggð. Many of the companies
associated with the specialised tasks in connection with the smelter activities also were
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located elsewhere than in Fjarðabyggð (either fly in fly out expertise, or located in for
example Egilsstaðir). Many of the larger engineering companies were located with the
regional headquarter in Egilsstaðir, and a smaller satellite office in Reyðarfjörður. For the
other communities in Fjarðabyggð besides Reyðarfjörður, minimum part of the jobs available
would require formal educational background.
Employment and job creation was a challenge identified by most participants. Some of the
participants were very concerned about lack of jobs for women. Others voiced their concern
about a strikingly high seasonal unemployment among women in the municipality as
remnants of a seasonally work-driven culture. They thereby insinuated that it was a question
of mentality rather than a real challenge. Other participants mentioned that it was to some
extent preventing people to settle, that partners had hard time finding jobs. The region
receives many seasonal workers for the tourism sector especially during the summer season
and there has been a strong and rising demand for labour in recent years. However housing,
especially renting accommodation is a problem for people recruited to the region.
Education was identified as a crucial future question and challenge especially in terms of
recruiting and attracting educated labor to avoid the trap of low skill low pay jobs dominance
in the region. Also because this has a very gendered effect that the participants identified as
a challenge; attracting young well educated women, because availability of jobs matching
qualifications were not widely available. Other educational challenges were related to sports
education and leisure for children, more variety of courses or educational options for adults
residing in the municipality.
When mentioning values as a challenge the participants referred to work-driven culture as a
concern in the shifts between camp like settlement (existing only for the purpose of certain
economic activities) and a more varied and family friendly community.
Local demographics also concerned the participants, mainly due to the gender imbalance in
opportunities in the region. Also because of an imminent disadvantage of transport
conditions. People feel isolated depending on weather patterns during especially the eight
months long winter season, flight prices to Reykjavik are as high as for Capital dwellers to go
abroad (not for the Alcoa staff though that gets on average 15 tickets pr.year for a
significantly reduced market price), and when mountainous roads prevent people driving in
between different communities in the municipality. The intended Norðfjarðagöng (Nordfjordur
tunnel) will enable a more efficient traffic in between the most remote communities to the
center communities (within 6 years if everything goes well and funding is secured). Also shift
arrangement within the Aluminium smelter production was seen by some as a preventing
factor in stabilizing the foundation of inhabitants (high labur turnover now) but also
contributing to prevent the Alcoa staff to be active in the leisure activities and social life of the
communities. Even if not gaining votes people were concerned about the lack of rental
housing. Though families have left their children or they themselves keep owning the house
for second home purposes. There is a regional inequality problem existing in the way the
funding institutions are hesitant to approve mortgage loans for home constructions, and also
the sales price is so low that new buildings will costly outrun the sales price making it
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extremely unfavourable to raise new housing in the area. (No one mentioned if the Bechtel
container houses might be used in helping out the shortage of rental housing).

How do we want to see the local community develop?
The next session concentrated on four different themes, where each of the groups discussed
each theme for 20 minutes and then shifted to the next subject. We had a nice dinner (soup
and bread) after the first round, and before we began the next four rounds. Therefore people
had warmed up before the thematic turns took over.

Now and within the next ten years
 Increased support of cultural activities
 Schools will amalgamate
 The educational level of the population will have risen and we see more diversified
occupations
 More powerful transport links for Mid region (Miðausturland)
 National road 1 goes through Fjarðabyggð
 Increased importance of tourist services
 Food related tourism
 The whole East will become one municipality
 International connections in education increases
In 10-30 years
 The municipal amalgamation process will be completed
 Population development will have increased in all the communities (and fill voids in
empty houses)
 Tourism sector will have been strengthened
 Transport, tunnel under Berufjörður, and tunnel instead of Fagridalur will have
strengthened the region
 More equal housing and settlement qualities between capital region and rest of the
country.
 Geothermal heating most places
 More future oriented job opportunities (rather than traditional occupational
opportunities

Special wishes


Age combination
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Balance, more of taxpayers (rather
than property owners not staying in
the region and not paying taxes)
Families (they need to increase)
especially a wish to increase families





Gender composition







Economic development







with adults between 30-40
Local companies become more active
in strengthening vocational training
and education to make young people
stay.
Increase women, especially in the
age group 25-39
Create museums because it presents
equal opportunities for both sexes
More varied jobs
Increased emphasis on womens jobs
Increased emphasis on specialised
jobs
Work towards increased the courage
and self-confidence to take on new
things and initiatives
We need more SMEs and to increase
the collaboration in between those
Stronger and more varied tourist
products.
Heritage of the sailor
community/coastal community and
the farmers community and a wish
that women take part in society all
year round (not only seasonally).

Whose responsibility?
Under the theme responsibility, the participants were asked to explicit what governance level
should be responsible to ensure that their wishes came true (nationally, regionally, locally).
The wished for liabilities are listed below.






National authorities
Transport, for example tunnels, flight connections
Education and increasing educational options
How?
With strategies and policies, long term planning and funding, for example actions
plans (10-20 year perspective)
Disciplined and professional approach to development
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The municipality
Conditions for innovation and entrepreneurship
Image promotion (image reinvention)
Supporting cultural life
Transport provision within municipality
Conditions and facilities for creative people, arts makers
How? Finding role for housing that is available for innovation center etc.
Area plan for all the urban settlements in the municipality

Advice and ideas








Advice to the responsible ensuring the wishes come true
Encourage people to live a more balanced life between work and family
Improve and increase public transport/collective traffic and ensure that it will be a
more cost efficient option for people
Create facilities for entrepreneurial activities both in relation to job creation but also
culture
Enable grown-ups to increase or add to their educational merits parallel with their
work (from home community)
Dare to take painful decisions and stand with them
Opening hours for the primary school should start at 9 (family friendly)
Try to create job opportunities for those who have left and locals who are under
education

Ideas on own contribution to ensure that wishes come true
 Increased participation among the public in events
 Increased consciousness, knowledge and proudness of our community and origin of
it
 Enable shift in the work driven culture (it is OK to both be a family person and a
professional/blue collar worker).
 Tough and cool to go home from work by 16 in the afternoon, start on the top, to
create role models - Educate directors and leaders in work-family balance.
 Empower the school system to strengthen creative minds and thoughts.
 Promote better what is available as leisure and free time options in the municipality
(external marketing)
 Couple better companies and university institutions to support and increase
possibilities and research activities in the region.
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Media coverage around the workshop in Fjarðarbyggð
The local newspaper Austurfrétt interviewed Lisbeth Greve Harbo about the workshop. A press
announcement was made for the local papers and announcement was distributed around the Fjords.
The national radio (RÚV) and the program Samfélagið (samfundet) with Leifur Hauksson journalist,
interviewed Anna Karlsdóttir on the process of the foresight and the meeting in Reyðarfjörður.
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